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My aim is to provide education, training and support for 
network marketing professionals and home business 
entrepreneurs. 
 
Specializing in: 

 Teaching network marketers how to use Facebook and 
Pinterest to grow a thriving business 

 How to do effective LIVE Video’s to attract people to 
you 

 
http://tracy-erwin.com 

 

 

 

Want to be a BETTER Social Media Marketer?  

14 Day Challenge with Ray Higdon FOCUSED on Marketing using LIVE Video 

Day 1 

Take them on your journey. 

 Be resourceful….no excuses to not do something. Remember Google is your friend. Be 

sure to do your homework before asking for something. But don’t spin your wheels too 

long =) 

 Follow directions and pay attention to the details. How you show up in the challenge, is 

how you show up in the world. 

 Take action steps every day to move your business forward. 

 Marketing is getting people to reach out to you! That’s IT 

 Do not market your company or your product because people will do their own 

independent research. Then they will have no reason to reach out to you. 

 Do not use your company name when marketing 

 Be vulnerable in your video, but do not make people feel bad for you…don’t dwell on it  

 Vulnerable could be…”I’m really new at video so be patient with me” Makes you 

relatable 

http://tracy-erwin.com/
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 When you do live videos, make sure your background is clean…meaning no empty pizza 

boxes etc.  

 Good lighting. It doesn’t have to be perfect, but you want them to see your face. You 

want the light in front of you and not behind you. 

 Before going Live, engage with 20 other people. Not just a like.  

 Quiet background  

 Try your best to be excited when you have someone on live with you. 

 Respond to each comment LIVE if you can and appropriate.  

 Don’t like. Either Love or Haha (if appropriate)…Facebook algorithm 

 When finished with the Live, respond to each comment as quickly as you can….Facebook 

Algorithm 

 Use CTA delay. “Hey, I’m happy to send you my notes when I get back to my computer” 

 All Lives should have a CTA – your live should position you in a way to benefit. The 

FOCUS is the conversation 

BONUS 

How to speak to humans 

 Speaking to your Leads  - using the CTA delay 

 Are you in a company now? If yes…cool 

 If no…ASK: Have you ever considered about making extra money from home? If you 

have, I’d be happy to show you what I got. 

 You are not trying to close them. It’s a conversation. See if they are open. If they are 

open then move forward. If they are not open, move on. 

 Don’t be addicted to the outcome 

 Don’t over complicate. 

Day 2  

The ART of Transitions 

 The role of the leader is to make things easy – Vern Harnish 

 The training for this day is How to Make Transitions easy 

 The transition and the CTA was evaluated. The last 3 minutes must contain a transition 

and the thing you want to bring to their attention – CTA.   

 It does not matter what you talk about prior to the last 3 minutes 

 Learn transitions and CTA’s you will make a lot of money 

 Example 

o Talk about Parenting tips and transition to Health/Wellness CTA 

o Give value with Parenting tips. And BTW, if you’re a parent One of things you 

might be struggling with is energy. And I have tried everything under the sun. At 
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one point I was at 6 cups of Cappuccino in the morning and another 2 in the 

afternoon. I as pounding caffeine until I found this amazing drink. If you want 

way more energy than coffee, feel free to reach out to me and I’ll be happy to 

share with you. Anyway I hope you enjoyed the parenting tips. Share or 

comment below. 

 You have to identify the Elephant in the Room for ALL sales. You don’t have to build 

rapport for 6 months. 

o Another Example: Talk about how to make beer. Hey, nothing to do with making 

beer, but not only do I like to make beer. I like to money. I’d LOVE To show you 

how to make beer or make money. Feel free to reach out to me. =) 

 Next Level Persuasion – Figure out an Update (either product or money) to the CTA. 

Share a quick update based on a quick short story/update example. Which by the way 

my friend Sally has been on this program for 7 days and lost 3 lbs! Feel free to reach out 

to me, I’m more than happy to share with you. 

 Do not put your transition in your title (Facebook copy) 

 GET THE CONCEPTS of Doing a LIVE Video: Talk about anything followed by CTA with an 

Update 

Day 3  

The ART of Transitions Part 2 

 GROUP Etiquette: Don’t be a hammer and everyone looks like a nail.  LOL Learn from 

people in the group and what the group has to offer to become a top earner. Rather 

than prospecting people in the group. Have bigger goals. 

 You transition to a way to have a conversation, NOT a sale. 

 Transition #1 Example: I hope you got value from the 4 tips on ____. By the way, one of 

the things that really helps me in my decorating is just having more energy. Now, there 

is a relatable (association) hook here but there doesn’t have to be. 

 The FOCUS of your CTA is to have a CONVERSATION not a sale 

 You need a TRANSITION when you are talking/teaching about one topic and your CTA 

has nothing to do with that subject 

 Lead with information. Followed by: Hey, by the way I have 10 more tips. If you’d like 

them feel free to message me. You are seeking the conversation.  

o Be sure to use CTA delay and ask them a question such as by the way are you 

using ‘x’? 

o People want more information 

 Think about this: Who is going to reach out to you for a Flash Sale? ONLY those that are 

ready to buy. But if you offer them more information, you are seeking the conversation 

 3-Step Formula to Sell Anything You Want: 
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o (1) So provide info/education on a topic people want to know about (attract 

people to you) 

o (2) Simple give away – notes, consumer guide, meal plan. A second part that is a 

no-brainer. Offer them this during the CTA 

o (3) The second part that will lead to a conversation and it’s during the 

conversation that you can ask questions and see if they are open to the 

BENEFITS of this (your product or opportunity to make money from home).This is 

the conversation where you talk about the thing you want to sell. 

 STOP seeking the Sale. SEEK Conversations. 

 And think about “Why would they want to reach out to me?” Offer them something 

they will want to get their hands on. 

o Be sure to have the conversation on the thing you want to sell. 

Day 4  

Pay attention to your words! 

 You will know more than many trainers teaching marketing, BUT if you don’t have the 

mindset to be consistent, to show up when things get tough, develop your vision and if 

you do not know how to communicate to humans….you will have trouble getting ahead. 

 #1 - You Get to KEEP what You Speak 

 Are you using this words: frustrated, overwhelmed, confused, stuck…..NEGATIVE 

Language…then you are creating your reality. If you are, then you are going to have 

trouble and not learn. 

 It doesn’t matter what training you are exposed to; if your language is negative, it 

doesn’t matter what the trainer says to you.  

 If you want to stay confused, keep using that word. 

 Telling it like it is, keeps it like it is. 

 It’s not your knowledge, it’s your words that are crafting your reality around you. 

 Replacing the negative language with “I’m learning”, “I’m not there yet” 

o I’m not perfecting, but I’m learning and will make this happen! 

o You get to choose your words. Speak powerfully. 

 Share your tips and suggest giving credit to where you got them from. 

 DON’T SPEAK TO YOUR LIMITATIONS! 

 Every time you do a live, you have to give them some way to reach out to you in your 

CTA. 

 Don’t let language sabotage your success 

Day 5  

Why you don’t have to be an authority or an expert 

 The jist of Network Marketing is “People believe they can do what you can do”  
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 That is the message you need to be getting out. 

 Blogging, Branding and looking highly upon is not necessary unless you want to take it 

further into coaching 

 Relinquish the need to an authority or an expert when building your networking 

marketing business. 

 Start selling the idea that they can do what you do. 

o It’s not selling your kit 

o It’s  not selling your product 

 Stop being so focused on the transaction 

 The more expert you are, the less people believe they can duplicate what you can do 

 Do not position yourself as special or credible, because you are less duplicable 

 The EXCEPTION: Now if you are in real estate or looking to coach or are a trainer, then 

you want to position yourself as credible.   

 Ray shared an incredible story about someone that was extremely boring giving a 

presentation, but when it came to the income statement and where she was at (180K), 

they couldn’t believe this person who was boring to tears was able to achieve this 

income. This was the one time that all people invited to the presentation signed up. And 

it was because they believed if she good do this, they could too. POWERFUL. She was 

not impressive but was successful. She was just her. =) 

 Anything that positons you as special or credible, it makes you less duplicatable. 

 You can share tips and content from other sources WITHOUT being an expert. 

 Once someone is interested, you have to rely on tools such as your company tools. 

 And think about this, if you get push back that using social media and doing live videos is 

not duplicatable, then what is? Is it talking to strangers? Maybe 2% might talk to 

strangers….there is no technology and anyone can do it. But they don’t. 

Day 6  

Checking your gauges 

 Reflecting back on what you have learned. Often we learn things and forget some of it. 

 It gets easier as you remain consistent. 

 Always go back over your notes and solidify what you are learning 

 Have you learned CTA, that you do not need to be an expert, that your words are your 

reality? 

 Take more people on your journey 

 You are never sharing with people what you are doing and learning 

 Your notes are uncashed checks – share what you are learning.  

 ILT – invest, learn, and teach.  

 Speed up and grow faster by investing in your education and knowledge. Courses and a 

coach. 
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 Take those notes and convert to Facebook lives, status updates. You will never have 

anything to run out of to talk about.  

 You can talk about anything and transition to anything 

 Keep training your marketing muscle 

 Back in the day Ray committed: 20 No’s/day and 1 video/day 

 The dangers of checking your gauges: When you views are low, or down…the fact is you 

KEEP showing up consistently. Trust that you are reaching people and more than you 

know. It may take months or years.  

o Seriously Get Better. Improve. Learn More. 

o “Keep the pedal down” 

o Stay committed. Have a Commitment Strategy!! (And not a quite Strategy) 

o Quitting doesn’t speed anything up 

o Don’t play to prove the loss 

o You either succeed or you quit 

o Be so good that they cannot ignore you 

Day 7 

Tap into your Old Notes or a Book Today  (ILT) – Never run out of topics again 

Ray’s 3 goals for us to get out of this challenge: 

(1) Stop over thinking and move forward 

(2) Never run out of things to talk about in Facebook Lives 

(3) Never struggle with transitions again 

 Everyone is Investing & Learning But NOT Teaching 

 You spend your hard-earned money and time and NOT sharing 

 You will attract people to you when you start sharing the information you are learning 

 You are sharing where you got the information from 

 I’m sharing my notes with you 

 Even books that you get value out of 

 Go through your old notes and find something you can share in a Live video….you have a 

treasure trove of notes that you can tap into. You will never struggle with topics again. 

 The act of writing notes improves retention 

 Go to your bookshelf & grab a book looking for 2-3 tips you can pull from it 

 

Stay Tuned for Week 2 =) 


